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T1SL
Keeping titanium relevant

T

itanium is a material that has become a
bit of a novelty when it comes to
modern frame-building. The growing
popularity and affordability of carbon fiber
have put titanium into a struggle of
staying relevant in the cycling world. Of
course, there are plenty of riders seeking
the unique ride quality of the material, and
Litespeed has been a staple in the
titanium community since they were founded
30 years ago in Ooltewah, Tennessee.
Litespeed bikes have carried
champions such as Greg LeMond to
victory and helped establish American
frame builders in a sport that was
dominated by European production.
Resisting the tides of change, Litespeed has
maintained their in-house frame production
in Tennessee and kept high standards on the
process. The T1sl is a modern take on how a
titanium race bike should look and ride.
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Litespeed built the T1sl
on the premise of bringing
titanium back into road
racing and being a
serious competitor for
carbon frames.

bike came with a full Shimano
Dura-Ace Di2 build kit and a price
tag of $11,500. Although the
catalog calls for a Mavic Ksyrium
wheel spec, our test bike rolled in on
Easton EC90SL clincher wheels. The
Italian brand 3T tied up the build with
carbon bars, a seatpost and stem.
Litespeed also offers the T1sl as a
frame option for $4000.

THE RIDE

THE FRAME
Titanium is a difficult material to work
with, which is a large part of the reason
why a titanium frame can be spendy.
There are two types of titanium that
frame builders typically use: 3AL-2.5V
(3.5 percent aluminum, 2.5 percent
vanadium) and 6AL-4V (6 percent
aluminum, 4 percent vanadium).
The 6AL-4V is much harder to
work with, but is lighter than the
other combination. 6AL-4V is also
exponentially more expensive to use
and adds quite a bit to the cost of
the frame.
Say what you will about titanium not
being as light as carbon, but it would
be impossible to not come away wholly
impressed with the work that went into
forming what is easily one of the most
intricately shaped (12-sided) top tubes
ever. Litespeed rolled the top tube out
of one sheet of 6AL-4V alloy to achieve
a 15-percent weight reduction from the
2015 version, while the rest of the frame
uses 3AL-2.5V alloy. There is quite a bit
of attention to detail in the rear triangle,
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with bowed seatstays and triple-butted
asymmetric chainstays. The seatstays
were designed to flex to improve
the ride quality, while the bigger
chainstays provide more efficient
power transfer. To allow for greater
compatibility, Litespeed built the T1sl
with a PF30 bottom bracket shell. The
PF30 allows riders the freedom to use
various cranks and power meters, and
increases the frame stiffness.
While the T1sl is a full-fledged,
high-performance race bike, the frame
design and ride quality were constructed
in such a way that you can ride anything
from smooth crit courses to rough roads
that mimic the Spring Classics. Along
with the new top tube design, the
T1sl frame boasts an oversized
downtube and head tube for optimal
power transfer.

THE PARTS
Litespeed sells the T1sl with
the choice of three high-end build
kits: Shimano Dura-Ace (Di2 or
mechanical) and SRAM Red. Our test

Titanium has an incredibly unique
feel, especially if you are coming
from riding carbon. Not only does
the frame have a smooth, quiet
quality, but also hearing rocks and
other debris “ping” off the frame
provides a fresh element to riding.
Once on the saddle we could
definitely feel the more aggressive
geometry. Most of our test riders
straddle between 54 or 56cm, so the
medium size provided a good middle
ground and was easily tweaked to be
a comfortable fit.
It took us a couple rides to really
get a feel for the frame, but we
found that the more time we spent
on the T1sl, the more we enjoyed it.
The bike was incredibly smooth and
seemed to glide over imperfections
on the road. Out of the saddle the
T1sl was responsive and active; the
large frame tubes coupled with stout
rims gave the bike plenty of stiffness,
but not so much that the ride felt
harsh in the long run. The ride quality
made long days in the saddle more
comfortable, although the geometry
was a little too aggressive for
one tester.
Between the stiff frame and
geometry, the T1sl felt solid and
confidence-inspiring on long and
technical descents. We were able to
get into an aero position behind the
bars on long, straight sections, and
when cornering, the beefy 44mm
head tube helped allow us to hold a
line. There is no doubt that Litespeed
intends this bike to be ridden hard.

THE VERDICT
Riders would be hard pressed to
find a frame that offers a better
ride quality than the T1sl. While
titanium frames are enjoying a type
of renaissance with the gravel
community, where the added
durability can be a real asset, the
geometry and high-performance
ride of the T1sl should make more
aggressive riders rethink their
approach to frame materials.
There is no doubt that titanium
has historically been an expensive

